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UODELING SHOCKh:;JE DEFORMATIC):! Via MOLECUIAR DYNAMICS

RrAd Lee HOLIAN

Theoretical Division, LQS Alamros }ational Lsboracnry, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

Molecular dynsmics (MD), where tle equations of motion of up to thousands of irrteraccing

atoms are sol’~ed on the camputer, has proven to be a powerful tool for investigating a wide
variety of nonequilibrium processes from the atomistic viewpoint. Simulations of shock waves

in three-dimensional (3L)) solids and fluids have shown conclusively tha: shear-stress
relaxation is achieved through atomic rearrangement. In the case of fluids, the transverse
motion is viscous, and the constltutive model of Navier-Stokes hydrodynamics has been shown
co be accurate - even on the time and distance scales of MD experiments. For strong shocks
in solids, the plastic flow that leads to shear-stress relaxation in !4! is highly localized
near the shock fro[,t, involving slippage along close-packed planes, For shocks of

Intermediate strength, MD calculations exhibit ●n elastic precursor rur.ning ouc in front of
the steady plastic wave, where slippage similar in charact?r to that in the very strong

shocks leads to shear-stress relaxation. An interesting correlation between the maximum
shear stress and the Hugorriot pressure jump is observed for both 3D solid and fluid shockwave
calculation , which may have ●omo utility in modeling applications, AC low shock strengths,
the MD simulations show only ●lastic compression, with no parmanent transverse ●tomic
;trains. This rasult for perfect 3D crystals is also seen in calculations for lD chains. We
speculate that, if it were practical, a very large MD system containing dislocations could be
expecced to exhibit more realistic plastic flow for weak shock waves, too.

1. . INTRODUCTION

The most successful cool yet developed fol

studying the collective motion of large numbers

of stems engaged ir, norequilibrfum flows is the

method known as molacular dynamics (MD),

Large, fasr comp~lters have made it possible to

srLl(lV shock W8VCS In three-dimensional (3D)

tryst.al~ compotlerl of up to 10,OOO ●coma

int@r~Ctlllg witl~ Cer,tral, palrwlse-additivn,

i The principal l~mltationrnhort raIIge forces,

to th.ae calculations is practical

computaclonql size in comparison to the

thlcknesa of th~ nhock wave, the approach

s:~nl!v.wmve profile, ~nd sufficient cross

aactir,nal ●rea, Faot-r computara with la’

memories will axpdnd the microscopic

(atomlstlc) Ilori:ot,! (hat fit prmc.ent prmr

thv tre~(ment of extendetl dafects in #cry

s~rloul numhor III file It!ltlal c:vstaL

to a

fler

u d *

Irr tha cate of fluids, MD ralculationn of ‘

shock vnvnL ailowltlg vlrncous raarrsng~m~nc of

atoms in the imrnodiate vic[rritv of tha ohnck

front, c’nmpnrpd with Nav4?r.Stok@s (NS)

hydrodynamic aol~tlonl have he~n nurprlatngly

successful,2 Tha input for tha NS calculations

was in fact obtained by ●tomlstic calculations

of the ●quation of state (EOS), with

nonequilibrlurrr molecular dynamics (NEMD) ,

calculations nf the linaar hydrodynamic

transzort coefficients. In Sactlon 2, we will

raviaw the raaulta of Lhe work on fluid shock

wsvaa

In the caaa of solids, MD shockwave

calculation have been carried out, 3-5 but

progreaa bayond identifying the microscopic

procaas of plastic flow5 has bean vary slow,

In Section 3, we w1ll discuss tha thrae

ulfferant shock.strength regimaa wa have

observed in MD calculatlona, 1 Two of the three

cases are characcerizad by shear stress

r~laxatlon ●ccompanying atomic rearrangcm~nt,

On the other hand, the third (weak-shock)

regime, whare the ahaar stress provldas

lnsufficlant impetun to generata a plaatlc

wave , appears to ha an ●rtifact of the perf~ct.

crystal, ●t least undat the limitations of the

fll) calculation, W@ point out some potantiallv

useful correlatlona for modeling and rliscurm



some future directions for research on weak

shock waves in solids

2. SHOCK GAVES IS FW1:S

The techniq’~es for generating shock waves in

either solids or fluids via !4D, as well as

analyzing the results, are well documented in

Ref. 2; we briefly recap!~ul~.e them here.

First of all, a filament.sl rectangular

parallelepipeds of atoms is ●quilibrated ac an

initial relatively-low densitv PO and

temperature To. The length of the

parallelepipeds in the direction of shock

propagation ia cypicaily 50-100 face-centered

cubic (fee) unit cells long, or 1OO-2OO planes

of atoms in the x-, or <100>-direction. Thr

transverse (y ●nd z) dimensions ●ie usually 3.4

unit coils, or 18.32 atoms per plane. For the

fluid shocks, of course the ●quilibration

process includas time for the initial fcc

crystal to me~t. Feedback mathoda hava been

drnvalopcd to achieve a desired temperature for

the ●quillbraced initial state
6

A planar shock

wave 1s initiated ●t time zero bv shrinking the

x-direccion periodic length Lx according to

q(r) -q(o) . lupc , while keeping the cross-

●ectional lengths \ ●nd Lz fixed; u p iS tha

piston, nr particle velocitv The periodic

boundary then behaves very much like the

interface of a planar symrrmcric-impact

shockwave ●xpmrimenc A pair of oppositely.

running shock wave- move out with shock.fron~

*peed us from the boundarlea toward tho middla

of the computational call, laaving bmtlirwl

shocked matarial at a hlghar riansity PI ●nd

temporaturo Tl, mo,~[ng along with th?

lnt~t-fac~al “pia!nnq” at spead up

The shockwave prtiles for danslty,

velocity, pr*aslltn ten~<lr, tamperatur*,

interi141 en~rgv, af)d lIPa! t ill X v*ct or, are

obtained bY l!lmplng p~rtlcla- and thmir

in(iividual k\n*r!c and prrtcntial rnntr!hutinl]fi

lllto bln9, II] or{~er Of r~,alr x ~“{)r(li!)at.s, ~n

multiplan of th~ lnif.lal numhmr of acomu in 4

yz cross-sectional plane. These planar

Lagrangian ❑ ass ●lements, particularly in the

case of solids, lead to smoother profiles than

fixed Eulerian boxes. For steady shock waves,

time avarages of profiles can be gathered for

both waves simulcaneoualy by riding along with

the shock fronts Since a steady, planar shock.

wave has conscant mass flux PU throughout the

profile, we can show that the t al volumetric

strain in the shock ia t - Po/Pl - 1 - ‘Up/ug ,

so char. che total strain rata at tha shock

front (x - O) 1s t - tu~/A - -Up/A , where ~ is

the shockwave thickness,

In che !Javier-Stokes, or linear

hydrod:;namlcs view of fluid flow, a steady

shock wave is formed when the process of

longitudinal compression (loading co steepeni:lg

of the wave) competes with tho dis~lpac!ve

process of viscous flow (spraading of the

wave) Tha NS transport coefficioncs, the

thermal conductivity x ●nd the longitudinal

Viscosity, ~L - ‘rr,r +(4/3)no whore nv ~~ the

volunm (bulk) viscosity and q is the shear

viacotlty, as well as thu EOS [pressure F(P,E)

●s ● function of de~?lty p and Lnternal energy

E) can h obtained from ir~dopendent MD

calculs:ions. Thti EGS and the Green-i(uho

transport coeff!c~cnta, which ran ho related co

bqullibriuf? fluctuations of che presstire

anrf hgat flu.. vector for qL ●nd X,

raapactively, cnn be obtained from oquil

MD; tho noc.lfnear trannport coefficients

finita n?raln rataa and ttamporature grad

via rlrinaqullibrium MD (NEMI)) c~n he

extrapolated to zero rates to obtain tl,e

censor

brlum

for

nn!s

Ns

transport co~fficient.s, The llld’.ract Greari

Kubo calculatior,s ara time-cons~mlnh because rrt

tha statisc,lcal errors inhor~nt in

fluctuatiorrrs, AIilo the ct:ract NF.Mt)

ralculatlons requlr~ axtrapl,lat ion of n*~~ara!

/computar ●xperlmenrs !lost of th~ results tn

data for transport coefticl~nts ar* from NLMI)

In Fig L ●re ●hovri m[~ockwnve profiles

g~n~ratad by h’?MD, with N$ comparisons skatrht+d
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FIGURE 1 Density, pressure, internal energ’{,

And temperature profiles for a strong steady
shock [u ~(m/r) - 22.4] in a Lennard Jones

fluid ca’!’~ulated bv nonequil ibriummoleckllar
dvvamics, Corresponding Navier-Stokes

results are shown as dashed lines. (The

UIlit5 fOr a Lennard-JOnea syacem are the

atomic mass m, the crossing point of the pair

potential c, And the d-pth of the potential

in ●a dashed curvas. 2 The ●torna in this

aimulacion interacted via ● Lonnard-Jonoa pair

potontial (repulsive lnveraa-12th powor of the

aoparation plus attracttvo invoraa.6th powar),

Using ●rlergy and distance paramatara in this

potential appropriate for ●rgon, tho shock

stran,qth waa such th.it the final tamporatur~

achlpved wsra about 12,000 K, or near tho point

of Ionization, Even 10, NS providaa ● Bood

approximation to tha MKI rosulta,

unclrnrontim~ting thm MD vincoaity (shock

thicknmas) hy only 10.h09, This la the w=

caae; murh bat,tnr ●gtaement is ohtainad for

wmakpr ghc)ckwnv~a, wher~ N.’i nrrd NtHll) prnfllaa

Subsequent to this work, I noticed that even

better agreement can be obtained betwearr NS and

MD if the temperature component in the

direction of propagation of the shock wave,

r. is used to compute qL(P,T), rather than
-xx’

the mean temperature AC the shock front,

T-( TXX+T
YY

+ Tzz)/3, khich can be as much

HS a factor of cwo lower than Txx. This

nonlinear (non-NS) correction serves to narrow

the NS shock thickness at low shock strengths;

that is, Rt lower temperatures, using Txx

reduces che apparsnt viscosity towards the MD

value At the other extreme (strong shock),

using Txx rather than T at the shock front

enhances the .~iscoaity, as in the dilute gas

limit, increasing the chickneas to within 10t

of the MD rasult. Attempts co rtlate frequency

●nd wavelength corractiona to the viacoslty, in

che framawork of generalized hydrodynamic, are

not so successful. Even less successful is the

attempt to include the nonlinaar ●ffect 0,1 the

shaar viscosity due to shear.thinning with

inc~aaaed strain-rate. No satisfactory

●xplatlation of theme obaervatiors haa yet been

propoaad,

I have recantly raaxaminad theaa fluid

shockwava results and noted an interesting and

potentially useful correlation, Tha peak shuar

preaaure, (Pxx . Pyy)/2, which occurs near rhe

shock front, ●ppaa~ : to be a conatanc fraction

(-0,1) of tha Hugoniot jump in preaaura,

P~ . PO! Hence, for ● viscous fluid (tha ahear

pressure for the constant.voluma proceaa of

compression in the x.direction and ●xpanalon in

the y. ●nd z.directions ia -qI), the ratio

2(P, - Po)/(Pxx - Pyy) - .Jlouaup/r)l - #90unA/q

ia ● Raynolda number of -10, ●ssentially

lndcpenderr~ of shock atrangth, I have ●lao

found that approximately tho snmo ratio holds

fo!’ plaatic shockwave defotm~tion in fIIJ sollda,

though of courue it cannot be snsociatad with A

viscous.fiuld concept I!ka Raynolda number,

Thus, for strong fluid or solid #hock waves,



na.rrov enough to be calculated by MD, it

appt~ars that there exists a roughly constant

ratio for the balance betveen coropreasional

steepening of a shock wave and dissipative

spreading due to atomic rearrangement.

3, SHOCK WAVES IN SOLIDS

Shock waves in solids display a richer

variety of phenomena thsn steady shocks In

fluids , The viscous flov in fluids, which

occurs continuously whether or not stress is

●pplied, iS rOlaCiveIy simple to model v~,s

Naviar-Stokes. (linear) hydrodynamics, requiring

only the total strain rate in the NS

constitutiva relation, ●s we have seen in the

previous section. Plastic flow in solids, on

the other hand, occurs only in responsa to

appliad strtss, and is not continuous.

Moreover, it can be triggerad by thermal

“defects” (fluctuations) as veil as hy the

presence of crystalline defects, particularly

dislocations. Tha sca-istical nature of

piascic flow is A major stumbling block to

atomlsti,c simulation. The constitutive

modeling required for solids is inherently more

comF~ic.sted than for fluids, because the strain

rste has both elastic and plastic components,

corresponding to compressive End dissipative

flows, respa:cively

Early MD simulations of shock waves in

solids by l’sai ●nd covork~rs (summarized in

Ref. 3) lad them to conclude that shock vavas

●re always unsteady. (They I,ave even made that

claim for shock vavas in liquids.8 As it turned

out * their “fluid” ?hockwava calculations were

plagu-d by rlumcrical etrors in tha aquationa of

motion, incorrect formulas for profile

nver~gea, and an unfortunate choicn of shock

strstngch, which put their fin~l state on the

melting line, naturally leading to :hc

poa,libility of a mn.steady, two.wwe

structure, ) ‘Je now know that non-Jteady

(allpporter!) elastic lD waves are typically

obsurved in MD solids fov smqll up aIic! To, 8s

is shown in Fig. 2. In this recent

calculation, 1 the atoms, initially in an fcc

crystal, interacted via the truncated (short-

range) I.annard-Jones potential, 7
with piston

velocity u /c
po - 0.1 (c. is the long-wavelength

sound speed).

The profile in Fig, 2 shows no ehear-stress

relaxation, and indeed, there is only uniaxial

compression, with no plastic deformation. This

result looks identicsl to shock vaves in ID

chains , whe;e there is no mechanism for

dissipative motion of the atoms in the

direction cransverae to the vave propagation,

In these 3D simulations, planes of atoms in the

x-direction bounce off of each other

elastically ●s th”ough they were lD “particles,”

‘This kind of elastic disturbance grows in

thickness linearly with time, ●nd is a

ph~nomenon vhich can occur in real materials

~nly helov the Hugoniot elastic limit.

Fo,?,wing Tsai’s aarly vork (before 1970),

Dienes and Paskin4 simulated shock waves lr, 3D

crystale ●nd saw nothing but scesdy waves, cr

at best, the tran:ient approach to steady waves,

10,, ,,,)1,, Ill,.,,.4(,
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FIGURE 2. Profile of the normal (xx) component
of the pressure-volume tensor ●nd twice the
shear component [(xx.(yy+zz)/2], for n
nonequilibrium molo?ular dynamica calculation
of ● shock wave in the hnnard-Jones fcc

solid ●r time t/t. - S [ to - uJ(m/t)];
initial conditions: pou3/m - 1,03,

kTo/~ - 0,1 , u /c. - 0,1 [c. - ~(72t/m), the
nearest.nelghbo~, zero-tomparature, zero.
preaaure longitudinal sound speed],



primarily because they were looking mostly at

strongshock waves. There appeared to be no

way to reconcile these very disparate resL~lts.

In 1979, w. resolved this controversy over

the lD waves by discovering that they ara an

artifact of perfect crystals in MD: by setting

the initial temperature 10V enough (~uch as

zero), they can be obtained for large u P’
where

otherwise, at finita initial temperature (such

as kTo/t - 0.1) a strong, steady shock wave

(overdriven plastic wave) would be obsened.5

This zero-ternperar.ure lD elsstic wave is very

unstable to perturbations, however. If, after

propagating such an artificially-lD wave for

some time, the coordinates and velocities are

instantaneously rounded off from 14-figure

accuracy to i’ figures, then the profile begins

to collapse rather suddenly toward the

overdriven, steady plastic-wave result for

finite To!

We also identified a possible deformation

mechanism which leads to shear-stress

relaxation for strong shocks in solids, namely,

slippage of one part of the crystsl ovsr the

other, in the vicinity of the plsstlc

wavefront, p~rallal to one of the four

independent close-packed planes. We observed

that the regions of slip aca quite localized:

Ilp/q’o.m,w”fi
~.

1 I

FIGURE 3 Normal and shaar [X2) componance of

thn pr:essure.volums tensor (see Fig. 2 for
key); u /cc - 0,25; C/t. - 5, Note tho width
of the ~lastic disturbance (see Fig, 5),

individually, the atoms ❑ove less than one

interatomic spacing, The chuice of slip plane

is apparently statistical, baing selected at

random according to local thermal fluctuations.

The overall pattern of slippage is therefore

incoherent and heterogeneous, albeit on a very

fine scale of a f~w lattice spacings.

1 for a series of shockRecent calculations

strengths show three distinct regimes for shock

waves in 3D solids via MD: Fig, 2 shows an

●lastic unsteady wave, a regime that extends up

to up/co ? 0,2; Fig, 3 shows clearly the

emergence of an unsteady elastic precursor,

followed by a steady plastic wa~e; Fig. (+ shows

an vverdriven, steady plastic wave (At

‘-p/co - 1, the final state is very near the

melting line.)

The transition from purely eLastic response

co elastic-plastic wavee, which occurs in MD

calculations at up/co - 0,25, is especially

interesting. At this shock strength, the shear

pressure should be equal to the theoretical

strength of a perfect crystal, 9 which iS

approximately l,tlOth the shear modulus for

sljppage of close-packed planes over each

other, We obsarve from Figs, 3 ●nd & that, as

in fluids, the Hugoniot prassure rise is about

t a’aM m) I I

o+ .~. J
!ao

#/u

FIGURE 4, Normal ●nd chear (x2) compon~nts O:

the pre~sura.volumo tensor (see Fig 2 for

“y); ‘B’co
- 0,75; t/t. - 3,5, Note that

the pla tlc wave has ovsrtaken the ●lest’c
wave ,



10 times the maximum shear pressure independent

of shock strength. Consequently, the threshold

for plastic flow in MD should occur when the

Hugoniot pressure is ~mghly equal to the shear

modulus, as is confirmed in Fig. 3.

For ~/c. - 0.25, a series of snapshots of

twice the shear component of the pressure.

voluma tensor ie presented in Fig. 5, showing

the growth of the elastic region in front of

the plastic wave, which is ‘scconpanied by

relaxation of the shear stress co a quasi-

hydrostatic state. Several years ago, in

unpublished work, 10
we made a computsr-

generated movie of deformation in a shock of

this strength. A frame from che movie is shown

in Fig, 6, where chunks of crystal have slipped

as the plastic wave paases by. The pactarn of

plaatic deformation in this particular

~~lculation ~S ttre most coharent yet seen.

Cther MD calculaciona neas the onset of shock-

Lnduced plastic flow reveal a sensitivity to

initial conditions, including cross-sectional

area. For shocks near the elastic-plastic

trans~t~on, then, the presence of inLtlal

dislocations ought to lower :he theoretical-

strength barrier, as in rrel solids, where the

Hugoniot elastic l~mit is lowered considerably
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FIGURE 5, Shaer (x2) componont of the proasure.
voluma l.ensor for w /c. - 0,25 at times

tlto - 1, 2, 3, 4, ~nd 5, Notre t,hs growth of
tha olastlc region in front of the plsstlc
Wdve , whmre the si}raar stress returns almost

to zero,

FIGURE 6. Snapshot from MD movie of chunks of
slipped fcc crystal (along <111>-type planes)
Cor a shock wave in the <100>-direction at

up/co - 0.25.

due to dislocations. Stronger shocks show much

less sensitivity to initial conditions. From

these MD results, we conclude that even a

perfect crystal exhibits plastic flow at

sufficient shock strength, so that the preeence

of initial defects becomes secondary. There is

a counterpart in real materials in the ,

transition from weak-shock, heterogeneous shear

bands to homoganoous deformation (or ●t laaat

vary small heterogeneity) at higher shock

strengths, 11
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